BREAKING NEWS
Just some of the PR hits from the PayByCar/E-ZPass announcement

E-ZPass May Begin to Pay for More Than Just Tolls
“A Massachusetts company has started a pilot program that expands on the idea of E-ZPass to pay for
everything from gas to dinner…”

Local Company Introduces Service for Drivers to Pay Behind the Wheel
“A local company has introduced a “Pay-By-Car” pilot program that will enable drivers to make
purchases behind the wheel. This will making purchases at gas stations or drive-thrus easier for
drivers so they can get back on the road quicker.”

Local Company Wants You to Use Your E-ZPass To Buy Gas,
Pay for Lunch
"With millions of vehicles already equipped with transponders, PayByCar provides the quickest and
most expansive way to make in-vehicle payment a reality," Condon said in a statement. "And with our
agreement with E-ZPass - a brand consumers already use and trust - we think drivers will be excited
about adding the convenience of PayByCar."

Convenience Store & Petroleum News: PayByCar Rolls Out
Frictionless Mobile Payment

In a subsequent CSP issue, a story about another timely consumer convenience-driven concept….

USA: E-ZPass Partners with Verdeva to Offer In-Car Payments
"American drivers spend hundreds of hours behind the wheel every year. When they stop for coffee or to
fill up their tank, the last thing they want is to be waiting in long car lines and fumbling for cash or credit
cards. But, too often, that’s exactly what happens…”

Verdeva Brings PayByCar to Market Via E-ZPass Agreement
“Verdeva/PayByCar is taking a wise approach by leveraging current-generation hardware that is
already installed in millions of vehicles around the country.

“ The Boston-based company has come to the
market with a new twist on in-vehicle payments
that uses a device already present in some 35
million automobiles on the road today.”

Technology

E-ZPass signs deal with Boston startup to test payments at gas
stations, drive-thrus
"American drivers spend hundreds of hours behind the wheel every year. When they stop for
coffee or to fill up their tank, the last thing they want is to be waiting in long car lines and
fumbling for cash or credit cards."

Startup Enlists E-ZPass for Car-Based Payments Away From Toll Booths
The pilot will begin “shortly” and will involve three gas stations belonging to a
chain in Massachusetts, according to a Verdeva spokesperson… The locations
will be equipped with radio-frequency ID readers to process PayByCar signals.

PayByCar Makes In-Vehicle Payment Simple with Unprecedented EZPass© Deal
“Everyone loves the simplicity of paying for tolls with transponders. PayByCar uniquely takes this to
the next level, using the same transponders to make everyday transactions easy and seamless and
bring simplicity to consumers’ lifestyle”

Happy Valentine's Day QSRs: PayByCar launches in pilot test
PayByCar, that uses toll transponders to simplify and speed up nontoll transactions such as QSR
payments. The company has initiated a pilot program agreement with the E-ZPass Group under its
Driven by E-ZPass brand

Taking a toll: As transactions migrate inside of cars, Verdeva's PayByCar has developed a system that
allows drivers to tie other card-related payments to their toll accounts.

Rather than paying with cash or a credit card
when you roll up to the Dunkin’ window, drivers
would use Verdeva’s PayByCar service to snag
an iced coffee.

Verdeva's PayByCar Makes In-Vehicle Payment Simple with
Unprecedented E-ZPass© Deal
In addition to the launch of PayByCar, Verdeva also announced the appointment of Anand Raman, a
seasoned entrepreneur and mobile technology expert, as president and COO.

“ Your E-ZPass transponder might get you through the toll booth in a
hurry, but what if it could help you breeze through the line at the gas
station or restaurant drive-through in the same way? ”

This still is an impressive mobile payment approach that could indeed move the (currently stuck)
needle for mobile payment acceptance, and a lot of questions will be answered by the current trials. I
will say this, though: Creativity such as this is to be applauded if we're ever to get mobile payments
moving.

While intended as a speedy way to get a quick bite or cup of coffee on the morning commute, drivethroughs often fall short of their name — think long lines of drivers idling along as they pay with their
credit cards or figure out the right change. Automakers are wise to the problem, though, and some
companies are working to blend in-vehicle payments into their new car designs.
But it seems drivers won’t have to wait — or buy a whole new car — to take advantage of the offering,
according to Kevin Condon, founder and CEO of Verdeva, who spoke to PYMNTS for this month’s
feature story. “At Amazon Go stores, no payment transactions are occurring at a desk or checkout
counter when you leave,” Condon said. “What we’re talking about is an in-vehicle version of that.”

“ Every workday, some 135 million Americans get behind the wheel for 15 to 30 minutes of commuting
each way. In doing so, they reportedly drive $212 billion in annual commerce. Nearly 54 percent of
commuters place an order to pick up food along the way, 40 percent get their fix of morning joe and 39
percent find and pay for gas using their phones, according to The Digital Drive Report. For the bulk
of these commuters, the ability to pay for their purchases using connectivity built into their cars could
change how they commute and shop. Two-thirds of respondents who use their smartphones to make
purchases said they would do so more often if in-vehicle connectivity was available to them. But, as
it turns out, the ability to make in-vehicle purchases could be fulfilled by existing transponders already
available to millions of motorists. These transponders are currently used to pay for tolls electronically,
sparing motorists the ordeal of fishing to find change at a toll booth.
That’s an idea on which in-vehicle payment solution provider Verdeva is betting. The company
recently partnered with E-ZPass Group, a provider of toll transponder technology, to explore how
existing toll transponders could accelerate in-vehicle commerce. Earlier this month, the two companies
announced the PayByCar pilot program, a collaborative effort that uses a network of electronic toll
transponders to enable motorists to pay for a variety of vehicle-related items like gas and drive-thru
orders, among others…”

